
VIDEO MAPPING  

This contest is open to international submissions, from 
professionals and students in cinema, animation, digital 
arts and graphic design. 
 
The works have to be created for the front facade of the 
Vieille Bourse, on the “Grand’Place“ side (see annex 2) 
according to a given matrix and on the following theme: 
“The art of sharing” (see annex 1).  
The public screening will take place on Saturday 15th 
of September 2018, in the evening. 
 
The winner will receive 2 000 €.  
Each selected work will receive 500 €. 

1 – Pre-registrations: before the 1st of July 2018  
on demand by email: antoine@rencontres-audiovisuelles.org 

2 – Deadline for the submission of applications: 15th of August 2018 

3 – Screening of the selected projects: 15th of  September 2018 

CONTEST RULES 
Article 1 - Organiser 
The Video Mapping Contest and the screening are organised by the association Rencontres Audiovisuelles. 
 
Article 2 - Specif ications 
The video creation needs to last between 2 and 5 minutes, to include a soundtrack and to be conceived for the front facade 
of the Vieille Bourse, on the Grand’Place side, in Lille, on the theme “The art of sharing”. 
The pre-selection jury will attach importance to the heritage coherence of the artistic production, its accessibility and its 
understanding for the largest number in the light of the theme developped during the European Heritage Days 2018 : “The 
art of sharing”. 
 
Article 3 - Pre-registration 
The contest is open to all, with no fees.  
The registration form and the technical data including the matrix of the facade of the monument are to be asked per email 
at: antoine@rencontres-audiovisuelles.org before the 1st of July 2018.  
	  

CONTEST 
LILLE – 15TH OF SEPTEMBER 2018 

5th edition 
 

Rencontres Audiovisuelles organises a Video Mapping Contest  
as part of the European Heritage Days 2018. 

 
With the support of the City of Lille, Citeos, SNCF, the European Union  

(Europe invests in Hauts-de-France with the European regional development fund)  
and the Hauts-de-France Region.  



Article 4 – Submission of application 
The candidates have to send the following elements before the 15th of August 2018:  
• Signed contest rules (this document), 
• Fulfilled registration form, 
• 3 pictures of their creation (format 300 DPI) for communication and promotion’s purposes, 
• The video of their creation, under video format <Apple ProRes 422> or <DNxHR> codec, in accordance with the given matrix, 
• The soundtrack needs to be in 48 khz/16 bits uncompressed; it can be included in the video. 
 
These elements can be sent  
• Per email at: antoine@rencontres-audiovisuelles.org 
 (video file via FTP / WeTransfer / Dropbox or any other means of the sort)  
• By post to: Rencontres Audiovisuelles - BP 1295 - 59014 Lille Cedex - FRANCE  
(video file on a USB key – that can be sent back if requested – or Blu-ray) 
 
Article 5 - Selection  
An internal jury will choose the projects that will be publicly screened on Saturday 15th of September in Lille.  
Then, during the screening, a panel of professionals will nominate the winner of the Video Mapping Contest.  
Jury 2018:  
• Éric Bonnet - Researcher, Director of the Image arts and contemporary art Laboratory, University of Paris 8 (France) 
• Julien Dubois - Deputy Mayor delegated to Heritage, City of Lille (France) 
• Alain Grisval - Director, Citeos Ingénierie Nord (France) 
• Philippe Ligot - Artist, President of Athem & Skertzò (France) 
• Martin Pošta - Director of the Signal Festival of Prague (Czech Republic) 
• Ronald Ramakers - Director of the Glow Festival of Eindhoven (The Netherlands) 
• Filip Sterckx - Artist, co-founder and artistic director of Skullmapping (Belgium) 
 
Article 6 - Prizes 
The candidates selected to take part in the contest will have their creations screened on Saturday 15th of September in Lille. 
The organisers offer one hotel night and catering for one meal to the candidates selected for the public screening, as well 
as participation to the transportation fees (train tickets and flight). A flat rate will be determined according to the number 
of participants and where they come from.   
A First Prize of 2 000 € (all taxes included) will be given. Each selected work will receive 500 € (all taxes included). 
 
Article 7 - Rights 
The candidate is responsible for all the rights of its creation (image and sound).  
The organisers have no responsibility regarding the use of contents on which the candidate would have no rights. 
 
Article 8 - Use 
The candidates authorise Rencontres Audiovisuelles to use their creations under the following conditions: 
• A video will be realised and used for the promotion of the Video Mapping Contest. 
• The event will be recorded on video. The video of the public screening featuring each selected candidates’ creations, will 
be shown on the Internet, or during events in which the contest will be presented. 
• The creation under its video mapping format will be screened on the 15th of September 2018. The organiser reserves the 
right to plan other screenings over one or a few days during the following year. 
 
Article 9 - Cancellation 
Rencontres Audiovisuelles have the right to cancel the event in case of an emergency situation. If this should happen, the 
candidates will be immediately warned and won’t benefit from any reimbursement. 
 
Article 10  
Participating to the contest means accepting these rules. 
 
 

Date, name and signature of the candidate or the collective 
	  
	  



THEME OF THE EUROPEAN HERITAGE DAYS 
 
 
European year of cultural heritage 2018, The art of sharing 
 
Sharing heritage between European people during the European Heritage Days allows citizens to better understand what 
brings them together, by sharing common historical and aesthetic values which go beyond rivalries and identity 
irredentism. The European Heritage Days will strongly celebrate the construction of the great Europe of heritage, 100 
years after the end of the first worldwide conflict and the collapse of empires, that led to the creation of a new Europe of 
States. (…) 
 
Most European countries share the same fundamental chronological order: Prehistoric times with its great periods, 
Antiquity, the Middle Ages, modern times and contemporary period. In this common chronology, the circulation of ideas, 
artists, and architects has allowed the creation of an environment which presents a lot of similarities all over the 
European continent. (…) 
 
The existence of this shared culture and heritage, whose Latin language has been one of the ferments, from Antiquity 
and Middle Ages to the Humanists, constitutes one of the foundation of the European identity, and gives European 
citizens a diffuse sense of belonging to the same world: their everyday landscape is nourished by common heritage 
references. (...) 
 
However, this common heritage admits significant regional variations: architectural forms, pictorial and statuary 
movements are different between the countries, depending on the available material, the economic context, and political 
influences. (...) 
These differences are sometimes nourished by external inputs. (...) 
 
The theme of the European Heritage Days therefore invites people to think about their national heritage: what does it 
have in common with the common heritage, and what are its specificities? 
 
How can we not recall in this particular year of the Armistice’s centenary, that the Europe of heritage is also the Europe 
of memory, of crimes against humanity, of wars and reconciliations. Alesia, Agincourt, Pavia, Rocroi, Austerlitz, 
Waterloo, Sedan, Verdun, Auschwitz, Oradour, Warsaw, Coventry, Dresden, Mostar or Sarajevo, belong for better and for 
worse to our common heritage, and the material testimonies of these conflicts have become the symbols of 
reconciliation and peace among European people. (…) 
 
It is also the Europe of the sacred, with its gothic cathedrals (…), its abbeys whose influence reached out all over Europe 
(…), as well as its Byzantine architecture (…), with its synagogues and cemeteries (…), its mosques and palaces. (…)  
 
The Europe of heritage lies also on the emblematic monuments of democracy and European construction. (…) 
 
Common heritage, though diverse heritage: the European heritage illustrates the reality of Europe, and it is this 
particular reality that the 2018 edition of the European Heritage Days will represent, during this highly symbolic year for 
the former belligerents of the First Wold War, now united in Europe, around a common past and future projects.	  
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HISTORICAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VIEILLE BOURSE 
 
Its construction was decided in 1651  
under the Spanish occupation and carried out 
from 1652 to 1653 by Julien Destré,  
in order to provide a shelter for the trade  
and finance people, who were until then used to 
meet outside, in windy conditions. 
 
The Vieille Bourse (Old Stock Exchange),  
is made up of 24 identical houses that form  
a quadrangle around an arcaded courtyard.  
It is composed of brick and stone constructions 
with slate roofs built in architectural uniformity 
(Flemish Baroque style, characterised by 
windows with mullions, garlands and sculpted 
mascarons, and caryatids in pilasters). 
   
The decorations of the windows are also rich, 
with curved or triangular pediments, adorned with cartouches, garlands and fleshy fruits,  
in the manner of the Flemish Renaissance.  
The lions of Flanders carved on the gates remind the affiliation of Lille with the Netherlands.  
 
Under the floors of the houses, 4 porches with doors lead to the inner courtyard.   
A bell tower sits on top of the entrance on the Grand’Place (Place du Général de Gaulle). 
 
In the construction volume of the outlying houses, the courtyard is surrounded by an arcaded gallery. 
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Ce projet est cofinancé  
par l’Union européenne.  
avec le Fonds européen  
de développement régional. 

Chronology: 
• 1651: Authorisation of Philip IV, King of Spain,  
of the construction on the public domain 
• 1652: Foundation stone laying of the commodity exchange 
• 1653: End of construction, work of the architect Julien Destré 
• 1777: Demolition of the second bell tower; modification of the large skylights 
and balconies above the entrances; measures against fire 
• 1830: Statue of Louis XVIII sculpted by Cadet de Beaupré 
• 1847: Modification of the shops by the architect Benvignat 
• 1849: Regulation on the signs; building restoration 
• 1853: Visit of the Emperor Napoleon III 
• 1854: Inauguration of the statue of Napoleon I sculpted by Lemaire. The decor 
of the galleries is a memorial of the French industrial engineering. 
• 1906: Installation of the stock exchange 
• 1976: Removal of the statue of Napoleon I 
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